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This book is the result of 10 years of on-site, meticulous painting of individual living trees as well
as their detailed parts. David More, a supremely gifted botanical artist, painted each of the more
than 2000 individual color illustrations. The main section of the book is devoted to 377 double-
page spreads, which describe and illustrate more than 1000 species and varieties of trees.

From Publishers WeeklyArtist More's "personal project to record in detail as many tree species,
varieties and cultivars as he could find in the British Isles and Ireland" evolved into an ambitious
but ambiguous publishing project. The result, "primarily a book for pleasure-far from a botanical
text-book," is too heavy for a field guide, too small for a place on the coffee table, and too Euro-
centric to be of practical value to American gardeners. It will be valued here by a discerning but
limited audience. A fine painter with a naturalist's eye, More depicts trees and their parts
meticulously. The quality of reproduction does his work justice, but the crowded layout does not.
Several of the 2,000 color illustrations, all in limbo against the white of the page, are grouped
together on each spread. The addition of whimsical birds, animals, and people provides scale.
White's text is informative but inconsistent-a scholarly meditation on each tree rather than
parallel descriptions. Hardiness is expressed as percentages rather than the familiar USDA zone
numbers, and the "garden value" of a given tree may be rated both "excellent" and "of less merit"
with no explanation why. In all, More and White have succeeded at creating a remarkable body
of work. Had they presented it as a series of field guides or a folio of annotated illustrations, they
might produced a book with more promising commercial prospects here as well.Copyright 2003
Reed Business Information, Inc.From BooklistFirst published in England, this volume could be
described as a labor of love. More worked for many years painting the more than 2,000
illustrations of trees, bark, flowers, leaves, cones, and fruits. White is a retired dendrologist who
wrote the accompanying text. The trees are varieties that grow in Britain, France, Germany,
Belgium, and Holland, but the introduction notes that most are found in the U.S and many are
native to North America.The volume is arranged by scientific order beginning with the ginkgo
family and ending with palms. Each two-page spread has an average of a quarter page of text
with the rest devoted to illustrations of the trees and detailed pictures of the cones, leaves, etc. In
addition to the descriptions of more than 1,000 species and varieties of trees, there are notes
indicating height, hardiness, choice, and wood. The hardiness table is calculated by a
percentage based on the minimum temperature. Choice refers to a tree's garden value as
expressed by a rating of from one (excellent for ornamental and practical value) to four (not
recommended because of susceptibility to disease or other reasons). The illustrations of mature
trees (often in two or three seasons) sometimes have an animal or person under the tree to
indicate scale. There are some omissions of common trees in the U.S., such as the mountain



laurel and shadbush. Other oddities include the use of the term lime instead of linden.In the last
four years there have been a number of books published on trees. For the U.S. gardener Dirr's
Hardy Trees and Shrubs (Timber, 1998) is recommended. However, The Illustrated
Encyclopedia of Trees is more than a reference book and will be read for pleasure. The beautiful
illustrations and informative text make it a perfect source for anyone interested in this important
part of our environment. An appropriate purchase for academic and public libraries.
RBBCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reservedReviewMore's paintings of
trees, done on site over a decade, make this 800-page encyclopedia a standout. -- Carol
Stocker, The Boston Globe, December 19, 2002The book is a 'must have' for any reader with an
interest in trees, whether to grow or identify them. -- Suzanne Hively, The Plain Dealer,
November 21, 2002The illustrations set it apart: paintings of entire trees as well as details of
leaves, needles, barm, flowers and fruits. -- Denise Cowie, Philadelphia Inquirer, November 22,
2002The paintings by David More. . . [are] enough to make a tree-lover swoon. -- Kym Pokorny,
The Oregonian, December 12, 2002This is a joyously squat, authoritative tome, about the size of
a reference Bible, Apocrypha and all. -- Verlyn Klinkenborg, New York Times Book Review,
December 8, 2002Book DescriptionThis book is the result of 10 years of on-site, meticulous
painting of individual living trees as well as their detailed parts. David More, a supremely gifted
botanical artist, painted each of the more than 2000 individual color illustrations. The main
section of the book describes and illustrates more than 1000 species and varieties of
trees.About the AuthorJohn White is a recently retired tree expert who has devoted his life to the
study and care of trees and woodlands. He lives in the UK.Illustrator David More lives in South
London and has spent the last 12 years researching, traveling, and drawing to produce this
magnificent book.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Trees in a garden give
it permanence, depth and vertical interest. Unlike ground-hugging flower beds, which left alone
will repeat themselves with only inor changes each year, trees develop character as they grow.
Week by week and year by year, in colour, form, light and shade, from trunk and branches, bark
and shoots, foliage and flowers, trees are constantly changing.Of course, trees also provide
shelter from extremes of heat, cold and wind. They purify the air, protect and mulch the ground
around them, extract soil moisture but reduce waterlogging, conserve warmth, harbour much
wold life and generally benefit everything living in their immediate vicinity: not just ourselves.A
long time is required for a tree to reach maturity, but not to grow. It is a fact that trees grow at the
same rate as herbaceous garden plants, anything from 10cm to one metre each year according
to the species and its age. A tree may stand in one place for 100 years and each year it will stack
upon itself the equivalent of a whole new flower bed.Planting such a phenomenal vegetable
deserves more thought and planning than it is usually given. The first decision is the choice of
species. With so many to choose from, start by eliminating those groups which you do notwant,
for instance very large, very small, non-flowering evergreems, conifers or poisonous trees.
Those that are tender in your region are seldom worth bothering with: sooner or later a cold
winter will probably kill them. Conversely some alpine species can not take too much heat. If



your site is acid or alkaline, of course discount trees that like the opposite conditions. Check on
the health of other people's trees nearby. See what grows well in an area, then also call to mind
all the other species in the same genus. Be positive about what you want from your tree; is it
shade, colour, foliage texture, flowers, bark, fruit (Decrative or edible), scent, shelter,
conservation value (e.g. good for bees) and at what time of the year is it to be at its best.Read
more
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Astara, “most comprehensive tree book on market. This book is comprehensive -- but isn't
organized by common or scientific name. It is organized by type of tree, though I'm not certain
how they chose the ordering of the groups. Nevertheless, two indices in the back reference all
the trees by common names and by latin names.This isn't a photography-based book, but has
everything illustrated with paintings. This is like one of those detailed naturist descriptions you'd
see from the 17-1800's. The drawings are very precise -- and full of color (not faded or faint).
They aren't fuzzy sketches -- they are precise naturalist drawings -- showing detail of leaves,
nuts(fruits), bark, shape -- sometimes with multiple views of the same tree in different seasons
(to see color & shape change).There are few trees you will find that are *not* in this book, but
very few. Many of the trees listed will talk about origins, growth conditions & habits, sizing, how it
was named, usages, wood quality, author's subjective overall rating (which is a pretty good
guide), origins -- (some common trees today are long-ago cross breeds). And -- I underscore
this -- it's ALL ABOUT TREES -- so it's an extremely thorough (I've never seen its equal, let
along better). At 830+ pages, and over 6 pounds, this isn't a pocket book. But it is a book you'll
want to read or skim from cover-to-cover -- and keep as a permanent reference. Would be nice
to have a permanent down-loadable version into a palmtop for portability...Encyclopedias are so
heavy! :-)”

misterbeets, “Visuals and text both excellent. The combination of this author and this illustrator
has produced an amazing book. Both have a lifelong interest in trees. The author aimed to
produce a book to be "read for pleasure", but maintained a high scientific standard throughout,
so you'll need to know a scion from a taxon from a sport. (There is a helpful glossary.) But he
never forgets his duty to keep the text interesting. So we learn every cricket bat for the last 300
years has come from a single willow and its descendents.The max height and hardiness are
given for each tree, plus a rank as to desirability on a scale of 1 to 5 . One is a top choice for the
garden or grounds, 3 might be suitable for commercial use, and 5 is a tree not particularly
recommended, if only because of "extreme dullness".It's rare to find any author this
knowledgeable, who can offer anecdotes and historical information on countless specimens.
And the accompanying paintings are works of art in their own right.”

Binkleton, “Prompt delivery. Beautiful book!. Prompt delivery. Beautiful book! Securely packaged
in bubble wrap.”

Aquila Chrysaetos, “Quite the tome. This is one big book. It also has to be the best book I have
run across on the subject of trees. I learned some things that I wouldn't find in my US field
guides. I did not know that giant sequoias' branches will root if they droop to the ground.On the
page facing the title page is a picture of an English Elm. I thought, 'Oh, it has photographs too.' I
looked closer and found it to be a painting. An incredible painting. And there's close to 800



pages more of incredible art. They are not idealized representations: They are painted from
life.It's big and it's beautiful. If you love trees you gotta have this one.”

Hidemasa Yamaguchi, “They are very beautiful and artistic. The book gives you an important
explanation for each tree type. Tree names are dividied into scientific name,botanical one and
familiar one.This classification is very important because some book lists only one of those. I am
also impressed by illustration of trees. They are very beautiful and artistic.”

David Owens, “Excellent book. I collect books on trees, because I love trees. But not all books
will do. I avoid gardening books and concentrate on dendrological or botanical type books
because they are more useful to me. This is a great find because it is somewhat encyclopedic in
nature and the drawings are wonderful. The only downside is that this is an English book and
highlights trees grown there. It is much to large and heavy for a handbook, but it is nice to sit in
your easy chair and slowly turn the pages.”

L. Taylor, “I really like this book. I really like this book. I only wish it had included information
about the diseases that a species could develop. However considering the size I can understand
why the information would not be included. Perhaps in a companion volume? I also enjoy the
pages that show the close-ups during winter when there are not any leaves to use for
identification.”

Mr G Chesterton, “Five Stars. Very good.”

Jeroen G., “This is great. Nice and big for my old eyes. Wow. I bought this for the art work. I do
watercolors and needed inspiration. Absolutely stunning. All hand drawn, mostly watercolors ( i
think ). This is a huge book, eye candy of trees. It shows each tree in summer, winter, leaf detail
( summer and fall ), and fruit ( nut, acorn, cone, etc ) detail as well. Most field guides are too
small in detail. This is great. Nice and big for my old eyes.”

André Luis da Silva, “O livro chegou em ótimo estado e em tempo recorde. A obra merece nota
máxima a qualidade é inquestionável, adorei tanto o trabalho do ilustrador como os dados e
referências”

Helga Brendel, “An Arborist's Bible. As an arborist having access to a quick and easy reference
is exceedingly helpful. From fruit, seeds, leaves, leaf arrangements, buds and tree structure, this
reference has the pictures needed to make comparisons and identify species including sub-
species.”

The book by John White has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 48 people have provided feedback.
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